
Reduce Shipping Costs. Improve Cash Flow. Increase Customer Satisfaction.
Sage ERP X3 Shipping by Smartlinc is an integrated on-premise solution that helps 
companies reduce their shipping costs, improve cash flow, minimize shipping errors, 
reduce time spent on shipping activities, and automate and streamline shipping 
procedures resulting in increased productivity and overall customer satisfaction. It 
complements the Sage ERP X3 current freight add-on features to deliver a complete 
and scalable shipping solution.

Sage ERP X3 Shipping by Smartlinc is an intelligent solution that utilizes a “best 
method” approach for selecting the lowest cost carrier based on select variables such 
as destination, shipment arrival time, and shipping charges. It works with today’s 
NA common carriers (UPS, FedEx, USPS, DHL) as well as LTL, company vehicles, 
and local and regional couriers.

An Automated Solution
• Fully scalable and can be deployed in one or multiple locations

• Integrates seamlessly with Sage ERP X3 in compliance with order
entry’s instructions thereby reducing of manual entries

• Automatically notifies shipment recipient by email of shipment status,
including tracking numbers

• Processes unlimited packages per day quickly and accurately

• Automatically validates the ship to address and allows for modifications

Sage ERP X3 Shipping 
by SmartLinc

Benefits
• Reduce shipping costs through rate 

shopping and charge assurance

• Improve cash flow with same-day 
invoicing

• Reduce shipping errors by leveraging 
ERP data and reducing shipper decisions

• Reduce shipping time by automating
processes and streamlining shipping 
steps

• Increase customer satisfaction by
keeping customer informed and
ensuring product delivery with
address verification

• Increase productivity by reducing
manual tasks and eliminating
multiple entries

Increase productivity and customer satisfaction with a view using the order management screen to give shipping status, freight cost, and 
tracking number by order. Sales orders data automatically populates from ERP system.
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About The Sage Group plc
Sage Group plc is a leading global provider of business management software to small and medium sized companies, creating greater freedom 
for them to succeed. Sage understands how and why each business is unique. We provide products and services that suit varying needs, are a 
pleasure to use, and are secure and efficient. Formed in 1981, Sage was floated on the London Stock Exchange in 1989 and entered the FTSE 100 
in 1999. Sage has over 6 million customers and more than 13,380 employees in 24 countries covering the UK & Ireland, mainland Europe, North 
America, South Africa, Australia, Asia, and Brazil. For further information please visit: www.sage.com
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Features

Rate shop Reduces costs by providing best available rates from competing carriers and charge assurance

Web-based services Provides real-time shipping, carrier, and invoicing information

Fully scalable Deploys in one or multiple locations to provide visibility across all of them

Carrier web services
Eliminates the need for carrier server install and provides automatic updates and package 
pick-up instructions

360° view Improves communications with complete view for stakeholders and improves customer service

Automatic packing list/BOL attached 
to email notification

Reduces time spent on manual tasks, increases productivity, and improves customer satisfaction

Consolidated shipping data Increases visibility for better customer service with easy access to all data

Batch processing Increases efficiency and productivity with the quick and customized setup

Blind shipping Enhances customer experience by providing additional easy-to-set-up shipment options

Freight consolidation or cancellation Reduces shipping costs

Address verification and cleansing
Reduces carrier fees and shipping costs by ensuring proper address (Residential and Saturday 
delivery indicators)

Supports multimode and multicarrier Offers flexibility, which ensures maximum savings on freight costs

Real-time ERP integration
Eliminates the need to reenter customer information and automatically creates shipping documents 
such as shipping labels, BOL, International Invoice of Origin, and Customs documents

Comprehensive reporting Allows in-depth analysis and insights for better management locally and globally

Bar code
Supports common bar code scanning and weighing station interfaces to reduce errors, manual 
entry, and costly duplication of effort.

Automatic international documentation
Eliminates manual entry of information and ensures compliance by creating proper documents 
such as Invoice of Origin, Customs documentation, and Hazardous Materials labels
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